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List of the benefits to the residents, business & guest houses of the St James's Street area
of moving PVP down onto Madeira Drive for 2O19

1 No on street public toilets; causing offence to all, with spillage left festering for days after the weekend event.

2 No blocking of the 16 residential streets for the total weekend, now extending to the preceding Friday and
following Monday and on wards.

3 No restrictions on the 4,000 +'s residents, their movements for the total weekend which includes the preceding
Friday & following Monday and on wards.

4 No need for the residents,(those that can atford it) to move away for the weekend at the most expensive time
of the year.

5 Residents who have to remain in their homes suffer crime & disorder, noise and disturbance from the loud party
goers and licensed venues, would not be affected.

6 Residents who are house bound and require daily social services would not be affected.

7 Residents with young families who suffer loss of sleep for the whole of the extended weekend Friday through to
Tuesday

B Residents who are shift workers would not be affected by lack of sleep for the whole extended weekend

9 Residents would not have to suffer abuse of their property with damage to the building fabric like broken windows
& rain water pipes, garden walls and gates etc, would not have the very expense repair bills to pay.

10 Residents would not have to suffer abuse to their homes from persons urinating & defecating on to and even through
letter boxes and having to clean up.

11 Residents would not have to sufferfrom persons using theirfront doorways, steeps &gardens to inject drugs and
simply leave the needles behind for the resident to dispose of.

12 Residents would not have to suffer from persons smoking drugs in their doorways with the offensive, health risk
smoke invading the interior where also children reside.

13 Residents and their families plus friends would not have to suffer the restriction imposed on them by pride, they can
go about their normal life

14 Businesses not a party to the PVP would not lose a whole weekends trade at a prime time of the year.

15 Businesses not a Party to the PVP and their clients would not have to suffer the restriction imposed on them by pride

16 Residents & Businesses would not have to suffer restricted bus & taxi services

77 Fire, Police & Ambulance Services would not be restricted therefore operating as normal.

1B Buses would be able to serve there full routes ie along the coast to Eastbourne & Worthing and inland to Rustington
and on to Arundel

19 Side street Guest Houses not a party to the PVP could possible operate as normal.

20 The spread from the-contaminated (stick) pavements would not have to be endured from being trodden into all the
local shops (many of them food), restaurants, guest housed and homes for up to a week.

Rational
All of the above items show some of the benefits of moving the PVP down onto Madeira Drive, there are many

others that are personal to the residents and business but moreover these points will eliminate most residents &

business fear and concerns over the PVP's extended weekend event being simply imposed on them each & every

Year.
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